Abstract: Accurate forecasting of electric loads has a great impact on actual power generation, power distribution, and tariff pricing. Therefore, in recent years, scholars all over the world have been proposing more forecasting models aimed at improving forecasting performance; however, many of them are conventional forecasting models which do not take the limitations of individual predicting models or data preprocessing into account, leading to poor forecasting accuracy. In this study, to overcome these drawbacks, a novel model combining a data preprocessing technique, forecasting algorithms and an advanced optimization algorithm is developed. Thirty-minute electrical load data from power stations in New South Wales and Queensland, Australia, are used as the testing data to estimate our proposed model's effectiveness. From experimental results, our proposed combined model shows absolute superiority in both forecasting accuracy and forecasting stability compared with other conventional forecasting models.
Introduction
It is known that the electric power industry plays a vital role in many aspects of people's lives [1] . Effective forecasting enables adjustments to be made of power generation according to market demand, and to the reduction of management and operational costs [2] . On this basis, accurate power load forecasting is necessary in daily operations of power systems [3] . However, due to various uncertainties and climate change, economic fluctuations, industrial structure, and national policy and other social environment complexity, it is difficult to meet expectations in terms of the accuracy of power load forecasting [4] . Inaccurate forecasting often results in considerable loss of power systems. For example, overestimated forecasts often result in wasted energy, while underestimated forecasts will result in economic loss [5] . With the development of society, the expansion of urbanization, and the continuous improvement of industry, the demand for electricity is continuously increasing, which poses a challenge to electric load prediction systems [6] . Accurate power load forecasting is indispensable to the whole society, which not only reflects the economic rationality of power dispatching, but can also be reflected in power construction planning and power supply reliability. Therefore, developing a novel and robust model to improve forecasting performance is essential for power load forecasting [7] . In the past few years, in order to achieve accurate short-term time series forecasting of power load, a lot of research has been carried out. There are mainly four types of related algorithms: (i) physical arithmetic, (ii) seemed better than individual classical models, the limitations of each model due to the nature of the structure seemed inevitable [32] . In order to solve this problem, a combined forecasting model is proposed. The combined forecasting theory has been developed through the joint efforts of three generations of scientists. It was initiated by Bates and Granger [33] and developed by Diebold and Pauly [34] , then further extended by Pesaran and Timmermann [35] as a combination of several individual models. Many kinds of ANNs have been combined into short-term forecasting models in order to fully utilize the advantages of individual models and at the same time overcome their shortcomings. There are some typical studies: Zhang et al. [36] successfully obtained promising results of wind speed forecasting by developing a combined model that consisted of CEEMDAN, five neural networks, CLSFPA, and no negative constraint theory (NNCT). In addition, Che et al. [37] developed a kernel-based SVR combination model in a study on electric load prediction.
It is obvious from the review of forecasting methods that there are shortcomings in both traditional and modern techniques. The shortcomings of these models are summarized as follows:
For physical algorithms, the main problem is that physical methods cannot deal with short-term horizons. Physical methods perform well when dealing with long-term forecasting problems [38] . Moreover, it costs a lot of computing time and resources when using NWP models because of their complex calculation process and high cost. Spatial correlation arithmetic requires detailed measurements from multiple spatially correlated sites, which increases the difficulty in searching for electric load data. Moreover, because of the strict measuring requirements and time delays, the model is always hard to implement [39] .
For conventional statistical arithmetic, mainly known as the linear model, there are insurmountable shortcomings. First and foremost, these models cannot deal with nonlinear features of electric load time series [40] . Moreover, the regression method also fails to achieve the expected forecasting accuracy. Linear regression relies too much on historical data to cope with nonlinear forecasting problems; as time goes by, the forecasting effect of regression analysis models will become weaker and weaker [41] . In addition, when faced with complex objective data, it is hard to choose the appropriate influencing factors. The exponential smoothing model also has shortcomings, in that it cannot recognize the turning point of the data and does not perform well in long-term forecasting [42] . As for the autoregressive moving average model, it only gets results through historical and current data, ignoring potential influencing factors. In addition, strong random factors of the data may lead to instability of the model, which affects the accuracy of the forecasting performance [43] . All in all, none of these models meet the accuracy required by an electric load forecasting system.
For artificial intelligence arithmetic, although artificial intelligence neural network performance is superior to traditional forecasting techniques, ANNs are impeccable; the defects and shortcomings of their structure cannot be ignored. There are three major problems. First, it is hard to choose the parameters of ANN models, as a slight change in parameters may cause huge differences in the outcomes [44] . Second, ANNs are inclined to fall into local minima owing to their relatively slow self-learning convergence rate [45] . Lastly, the number of layers and neurons in a neural network structure has an effect on the forecasting result and computing time [46] . As to other models, SVM has a high requirement for storage space and expert systems strongly rely on knowledge databases, while gray forecasting models can produce decent results only under the condition of exponential growth trends [47] . To solve these problems, evolutionary algorithms are applied. When the optimization algorithms are combined with forecasting models, more reasonable parameters will be selected and more accurate results will be obtained.
To overcome the abovementioned drawbacks, in our proposed model, we use a data preprocessing method, no negative constraint theory (NNCT) [48] , a multiobjective optimization algorithm, a linear forecasting method, autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [49] , and three artificial intelligence forecasting algorithms, wavelet neural network (WNN) [50] , extreme learning machine (ELM) [51] , and back propagation neural network (BPNN) [52] . The proposed model improves forecasting performance by maximizing the benefits of both linear and nonlinear advantages by using each single model. It is worth mentioning that for the purpose of improving the forecasting effect of our model, a mechanism based on decomposition and reconstruction is employed to ensure that the main features of the original data are identified and extracted by removing high-frequency noise signals. Then, four individual models are applied to the electrical load forecasting. Lastly, a new weight decision technique based on the multiobjective grasshopper optimization algorithm and stay-one strategy was successfully used to integrate the four models. The experimental results show that our combined model has high forecasting accuracy and strong stability.
The main contributions and novelties of our proposed model are summarized as follows:
(1) Applying the decomposition and reconstruction strategy, data preprocessing methods are adopted to extract main features of the original data by eliminating high-frequency signals, making predictions more accurate.
Decomposing the original power data and reconstructing it into a filtering sequence can eliminate the irregularity and uncertainty of the data and achieve better power load forecasting performance. (2) Applying the multiobjective optimization algorithm, the optimal weight coefficient of each single model can be optimized. Our proposed combined model is not only robust, but also economical in power load forecasting. Moreover, it has higher precision and greater stability. (3) With the combination of the linear model (ARIMA) and nonlinear models (WNN, ELM, and BPNN), the developed model can reflect both the linearity and nonlinearity of electrical load data. Our proposed model can use each individual model thoroughly and it spontaneously overcomes limitations such as low precision and instability to ensure the effectiveness of power load forecasting. (4) The new combined model beats other single models and will provide effective technical support for power system management. The developed model was simulated and examined based on the electric load data of three different sites, which indicates its strong robustness and adaptability regardless of location and forecasting steps.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the methodology we applied in the proposed model, including the data preprocessing technique, ARIMA, WNN, ELM, BPNN, the theory of combined models, and multiobjective grasshopper optimization. Section 3 describes the electric load time series we selected and three experiments aimed at verifying the effectiveness of our forecasting model. In Section 4, we provide an in-depth discussion of the proposed model, including a test of the performance of the proposed optimization algorithm, two tests of the effectiveness of the model, and a test showing the improvement of the model and a comparative experiment of the combination method.
Methods
In this section, we discuss the methods of the proposed combined model in detail, including the singular spectrum analysis (SSA) technique, the individual models used in the combined model, and the multiobjective grasshopper optimization algorithm (MOGOA). After that, a combined model that can significantly improve the definition of electric load forecasting is presented.
SSA Technique
SSA is a nonparametric spectral estimation method usually used for filtering in the preprocessing stage of time series forecasting. The advantage of SSA is that it always works well in both linear and nonlinear time series. Moreover, it performs well whether the time series is stationary or not. In short, the way SSA works is to identify the trend and noise parts of a time series, after which it reconstructs a new series.
Wavelet Neural Network
Wavelet neural network (WNN) is a modern artificial intelligence model. It is essentially a feed-forward neural network based on wavelet transform [53] . Its basic working principle is to use wavelet space as the feature space of pattern recognition to realize the feature extraction of signals by weighting the inner product of the wavelet base and the signal vector and combining the time-frequency localization of the wavelet transform and the self-learning function of the neural network. It has the advantage of being able to effectively learn the input/output characteristics of the system without the need for a priori information such as data structures and characteristics. In addition, compared with traditional neural networks, wavelet neural networks can often achieve better prediction accuracy, faster convergence, and better fault tolerance when forecasting in complex nonlinear, uncertain, and unknown systems. So, we applied WNN as an individual nonlinear model in our proposed model.
Extreme Learning Machine
Extreme learning machine (ELM) is a kind of machine learning algorithm based on feed-forward neuron network [54] . Its main feature is that the hidden layer node parameters can be given randomly or artificially and do not need to be adjusted. The learning process only needs to calculate the output weight. ELM has the advantages of high learning efficiency and strong generalization ability and is widely used in time series forecasting. As a result, we applied ELM as an individual nonlinear model in our proposed model.
Back Propagation Neural Network
The back propagation neural network (BPNN), composed of an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer, is a concept that was proposed by scientists led by Rumelhart and McClelland in 1986 [55] . It is a multilayer feed-forward neural network trained according to the error back propagation algorithm. Learning and working stages are the whole process of BPNN. It is the most widely used neural network. It has arbitrary complex pattern classification ability and excellent multidimensional function mapping ability, which solves the exclusive OR (XOR) and other problems that cannot be solved by simple perception. In essence, the BP algorithm uses the network error squared as the objective function and the gradient descent method to calculate the minimum value of the objective function. Moreover, because of its flexible structure and strong nonlinear mapping capability, BPNN is widely applied in the engineering field. So, we applied it as an individual nonlinear model in our proposed model.
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average Model
The ARIMA model, also known as the autoregressive moving average model, is a model used for time series forecasting with relatively high prediction accuracy. The ARIMA model mainly consists of 3 forms, a moving average MA model, an autoregressive AR model, and a mixture of autoregressive moving average ARMA models. Before using this model, it is necessary to first analyze whether the time series is stable. If the sequence is a nonstationary time series, the first step is to differentiate the time series, and the difference must be smoothed before the model is established, otherwise it cannot be used.
The difference between the ARIMA model and the ARMA model is that the ARMA model is built for stationary time series and the ARIMA model is used for nonstationary time series. In other words, to establish an ARMA model for a nonstationary time series, you first need to transform into a stationary time series and then build an ARMA model. We applied ARIMA as an individual linear model in our proposed model.
Basic concepts of Multiobjective Optimization Problems
Conventional relational operators such as >, <, and =, which are always found in single-objective optimization problems, cannot be applied in multiobjective optimization. To address this problem, a new concept of dominates was proposed and then extended by Edgeworth in 1881 and Pareto in 1964. Details of Pareto dominance are as follows:
The definition of Pareto dominance is: vector y = (y 1 , y 2,... y z ) is dominated by vector x = (x 1 , x 2,... x z ) (i.e., x > y) when
where z represents the length of vectors.
Multiobjective Grasshopper Optimization Algorithm
MOGOA is the latest nature-inspired method, proposed by Mirjalili [56] . Essentially, MOGOA is a multiobjective version of GOA. GOA is a nature-inspired algorithm that simulates the swarming behavior of grasshoppers. The position of a grasshopper in the swarm representing a possible solution of a given single-objective optimization problem is the main principal of GOA. The details of MOGOA, and the main steps of building it, are as follows:
In order to replicate the real living conditions of grasshoppers in nature, MOGOA takes 3 factors-gravity force, social interaction, and wind advection-into the model. X i means the position of the ith grasshopper and is represented by:
where S i , G i , and A i mean social interaction, gravity force, and wind advection, respectively. Social interaction is the most important factor, calculated by the following equation:
where d ij means the distance between the ith and jth grasshoppers, andd ij is a unit vector of d ij . Function s defines that the values of parameters f and l are changed, so the social forces can be changed too. The distance between grasshoppers is limited to the interval of [1, 4] , because, according to common sense, when 2 grasshoppers are far apart, they will not have a strong social influence on each other. Gravity force is defined as:
where g is the gravitational constant andê g represents the unity vector toward the center of the earth. Wind advection is defined as:
where u means constant drift andê w represents the unity vector in the wind direction. After replacing Equation (2) with the above 3 equations, we can get:
Considering that the influence of gravity force on grasshoppers is too weak and assuming that the wind direction is always toward the best solutionT d , some parameters are added to the mathematical model to enhance the ability to explore and exploit for the purpose of solving the optimization problem more effectively. After that, the mathematical model turns to:
where ub d and lb d are the upper and lower bound of the dth dimension, respectively, andT d is the best solution's dth dimension value so far. For the purpose of reducing exploration and increasing exploitation proportional to c max at the same time, the parameter c is updated with the following equation:
Compared with finding solutions from a series of Pareto optimal solutions obtained by MOGOA, it is easier to find the best solution calculated so far in a single-objective search. Because the archive has all the Pareto optimal solutions, the position of the target is determined. Finding the target that can improve the solution's distribution becomes the biggest problem. The possibility of choosing the target from the archive is calculated by:
where Ni represents the neighborhood of the ith solution's total number. With this probability, there are 2 advantages to using the roulette method when selecting a target from a file: first, the roulette method can improve the distribution of less distributed areas of the search space, and second, when premature convergence occurs, a solution with a crowded neighborhood can be selected as a target to solve the problem. When updating the content of the archive regularly in MOGOA, 2 criteria are implemented: (1) give up an external solution as long as this external solution is dominated by one archive solution; and (2) add an external solution to the archive when the external solution does not dominate all solutions inside the archive. Moreover, as long as an external solution dominates a solution inside the archive, the inside one should be replaced by the external one. All in all, MOGOA can not only find Pareto optimal solutions, but also store them in an archive.
The pseudocode of MOGOA is as follows:
Objective functions:
Input:
Parameters:
L-the maximum number of iterations n-the number of grasshoppers lb i ,ub i -boundaries of the i-th variable In our study, a new combined model applying a data preprocessing technique, a new parameter determination method, and several individual prediction algorithms, including both linear and nonlinear models, is successfully developed. The main steps are listed below. The flowcharts of the proposed model are depicted in Figure 1 .
Stage 1: Data Preprocessing
SSA is a nonparametric spectral estimation method usually used for filtering in the preprocessing stage of time series forecasting [57] . The advantage of SSA is that it always works well in both linear and nonlinear time series. In addition, the processed data will be used in subsequent forecasting. The main steps of SSA are depicted in Figure 1. 
Stage 2: Individual Models used for Forecasting
Three nonlinear models, BPNN, ELM, and WNN, and a linear model, ARIMA, are chosen as the individual models that together form the combined model. It is worth mentioning that all 4 models can achieve good prediction results in our electric load forecasting.
Stage 3: Optimization of Weight Parameters of Combined Model
Determining the parameter coefficients of each individual model is very important for construction of the combined model. In past combined models, a simple average coefficient allocation strategy was often used. In our research, we adopted a multiobjective optimization algorithm called MOGOA for the deciding parameters and made the combined model achieve good prediction results in electric load forecasting. 
Experiments and Analysis
In this section, we introduce the electric load time series we selected and the performance metric and testing methods. We also present three experiments aimed at verifying the effectiveness of our forecasting model. The main steps and flowchart of the developed model are described in Figure 1 , which includes a data preprocessing technique, application of several individual models, optimization of the combined model's weight coefficients, and forecasting results.
Datasets
In this paper, original electric load time series data were collected from two areas in Australia, New South Wales (NSW) and Queensland (QLD), on a half-hourly basis (48 data points per day). Two datasets were collected in New South Wales and Queensland, which were sampled from 13 to 31 July 2011, 19 days in all. The third dataset was sampled from 13 to 31 July 2010 in Queensland. Figure 2 presents a simple map of the study area, some descriptive statistical indicators of the datasets, and three general trends of testing samples. Specifically, in each dataset, the training set included 768 data points and the testing set consisted of 144 data points. There were 48 data points in a single day according to the data, therefore we selected the period T = 48 for the combined model. Statistical indicators including minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation are listed in Table 1 . From one-step to three-step prediction, forecasting outcomes are all based on the historical data, which means this experimental outcome is not used as input data to forecast the subsequent values in this study, while in artificial intelligence models, based on plenty of experimental results, five historical data points are chosen as input so as to obtain the best forecasting performance in the multistep forecasting mechanism. The detailed data structure is presented in Figure 2 . 
Performance Metrics
In our study, to evaluate the predictive power of the proposed model, we needed performance metrics in our time forecasting experiments. Because there is no general standard for evaluating a time forecasting model, we decided to apply three performance metrics: mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute percent error (MAPE), as presented in Table 2 [58] . Next, we introduce these three performance metrics in detail.
From the definitions of MAE and RMSE, it is obvious that the advantage of these two performance metrics is that they can avoid canceling between positive and negative forecasting errors due to the use of absolute value symbols. They can evaluate the average dimension of the forecasted time series with actual data. MAPE, which is regarded as the most widely used performance metric in time series forecasting, is obtained by calculating the average of absolute error. The advantage of MAPE is that it can reflect the reliability and validity of the time series forecasting method. When observing the values of all three of these metrics, the smaller the value, the more accurate the prediction. Table 2 
Metric
Definition Equation
MAE
The mean absolute error of N forecasting results
The square root of the average of error squares
Testing Method
In this section, we introduce the Diebold-Mariano (DM) test and the forecasting effectiveness that were applied to statistically test the accuracy of our proposed model in time series forecasting.
Diebold-Mariano Test
Diebold and Mariano [59] developed a test to compare a model's prediction efficiency with that of other models. The main steps of the DM test are as follows:
Since the DM test is essentially a hypothesis test, the first things to introduce are the null hypothesis H 0 and alternative hypothesis H 1 :
where e 1 t and e 2 t are subtracted from actual time series data and the different models' predicted time series values, also called forecasting errors, and F is the loss function of e 1 t and e 2 t .
d is obtained by calculating the average of the sum of differences between the two models' loss function, and L is the length of predicted values.
As shown in the above formula, the test statistic DM is convergent in the standard normal distribution N (0, 1). The null hypothesis will be rejected if |DM| is bigger than Z α/2 , where z α/2 stands for the critical z-value of the standard normal distribution and α denotes the significance level.
Forecasting Effectiveness
Forecasting effectiveness can be calculated by the accuracy of the mean squared deviation, which the DM test cannot do [60] . Forecasting effectiveness is also employed in our study. The principal ideas of forecasting effectiveness are as follows:
is used to calculate the kth order forecasting effectiveness unit, where Ai means forecasting accuracy time i; Q i object to 
Experiments and Analysis
In this part, to examine our proposed model's performance in electric load time series forecasting, we did three experiments from corresponding power station sites.
Experiment I: Compare with Other Models Based on SSA
In order to determine the necessity of combining the models, we made this experiment comparing the electric load time series forecasting results of our new model with the four SSA-based models. The experimental results are shown in Table 3 . Detailed descriptions are as follows:
• By observing the experimental results using the 2010 Queensland power data, the following results were found: First of all, the most obvious was that our proposed combined model had the best prediction performance whether the statistical indicator was MAE, RMSE, or MAPE; in other words, the smallest error metrics values. Second, if we look closely at the forecasting steps, we can find that the forecasting accuracy gets worse. In one-step forecasting, our proposed model's MAPE value is 0.37%, and it increases to 0.68% in three-step forecasting.
•
For the 2011 Queensland power data, we found the following: First, our proposed model was still the most accurate one. It is worth mentioning that in one-step forecasting, the forecasting gap between our model and the SSA-ELM model was big. Specifically, the MAE values of our model and SSA-ELM were 20.79 and 23.90, respectively, while they were 21.26 and 22.35 with the 2011 Queensland power station data. The superiority of the proposed model can be more intuitively reflected in the Figure 3 .
• Regarding the results using the 2011 New South Wales power data, compared to the first two experiments, which used electric load data from Queensland, the error metric values were significantly larger in the third experiment. This reflects the differences among different power plants. The great thing was that our proposed combined model still outperformed other SSA-based models in one-step to three-step forecasting. This is powerful proof that our model is indeed superior. At the same time, we can also determine the necessity of combining models through this experiment by the fact that it really can improve forecast accuracy.
N.B. By comparing the forecasting results of our proposed combined model with other SSA-based models, there were many useful findings from Experiment I. Our model's overall performance in predicting accuracy demonstrates the need to combine models. Moreover, our proposed model greatly improves electric load forecasting accuracy with an average MAPE of 0.52% in all experiments. 
Experiment II: Comparing Models using Other Data Preprocessing Methods
In order to verify whether singular spectrum analysis (SSA) is the best choice for data processing, we conducted an experiment comparing the electric load time series forecasting results of our proposed model with other data processing method-based models. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . Detailed descriptions are as follows:
• Observing the experimental results using the 2010 Queensland power data, the proposed combined model achieved the highest forecasting accuracy. In contrast, the CEEMD preprocessed model was the most effective among the other three data processing methods, with MAPE values of 0.54%, 0.64%, and 0.90% from one-step to three-step forecasting, respectively. For the proposed model, MAPE values were 0.37%, 0.45%, and 0.68% from one to three steps, respectively. • For the experiment using the 2011 Queensland power data, according to the evaluation criteria, the proposed model outperformed the other models. The MAPE values of the models using EMD, EEMD, and CEEMD were, respectively, 0.33%, 0.21%, and 0.18% higher than those of the proposed model in one-step forecasting. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the one-to three-step forecasting performance of Experiment II. It can be concluded that the proposed combined model achieved the highest accuracy compared to the models using other data preprocessing methods in three-step forecasting.
• When using the 2011 New South Wales power data, similar to Experiment I, compared to the first two experiments using data from Queensland, the error metric values of the third experiment were significantly larger. This reflects the difference between different power plants. In addition, there were also some interesting conclusions. For example, in the first two sets of power plant data, the CEEMD model performed better than the EMD model, but in the third group, the EMD and CEEMD models performed almost the same. However, our model still the performed the best. We can also determine the necessity of applying singular spectrum analysis (SSA) in our model so that it performs better than the other three classic data processing methods.
N.B. In experiment II, by comparing the forecasting results of our proposed combined model with other models using different data processing methods, there are many useful findings. Our model's overall lead in predicting accuracy demonstrates that SSA is the best choice of data processing method. 
Experiment III: Comparing with Classic Models
In Experiment III we took the forecasting results of our proposed model and the artificial intelligence model to compare the BP, WNN, ELM, and ARIMA. In order to make the experiment more complete and persuasive, we also compared it with some classic conventional models. The experimental results are shown in Table 5 . Figure 5 shows a comparison of the one-to three-step forecasting performance of Experiment III. Detailed descriptions are as follows:
•
With the experiments using the 2010 Queensland power data, we found that, first, our proposed combined model had the best prediction performance whether the statistical indicator was MAE, RMSE, or MAPE. Second, in two-and three-step forecasting, the combined model was more effective than the other methods. The prediction performance of all other models was significantly worse than that of our model and there was still a big gap, which was sufficient to reflect the excellence of our model.
With the 2011 Queensland power data, the results were as follows: First, our proposed model was still the most accurate. Second, although the data were from a different year, it is clear that forecasting results of the first two experiments are fairly similar, which reflects the stability of our method. The RMSE values of the proposed model were 27.75, 30.73, and 44.80 for one to three steps, respectively.
For the 2011 New South Wales power data, the RMSE values of the proposed model were 57.63, 73.87, and 97.92 for one to three steps, respectively. The great thing is that our proposed combined model still outperformed the other data processing methods in one-to three-step forecasting. This is powerful proof that our model is indeed the best of all eight models. Although not as accurate as the predictions in the first two experiments, the degree of improvement in the prediction results did not change much at around 50%. This will be discussed in the next section. N.B. In experiment III, by observing the results including our proposed method, models that we applied in our model, and traditional models we did not use, we found that our model had an overall lead in predicting accuracy. This demonstrates that our proposed combined model will save a lot of energy for power systems and should be applied in actual electric load forecasting practice.
Discussion
This section provides an in-depth discussion of the proposed model, including a proposed optimization algorithm performance test, two proposed model effectiveness tests, and an experiment showing the improvements of the proposed model and a comparative experiment.
Multiobjective Grasshopper Algorithm Experiments
Four typical test functions (shown in Table 6 ) were applied to examine the excellence of the proposed algorithm. We chose multiobjective ant lion optimization (MOALO) and the multiobjective dragonfly algorithm (MODA) to compare with MOGOA to examine its optimization performance. To control variables, we set the maximum iterations and search agents as 100 and the size of archive as 150. We applied inverted generational distance (IGD), which is a metric showing the evaluation degree of multiobjective optimization algorithms. Table 7 shows the test results of IGD, for which we did 60 experiments for every test function [61] . Moreover, Figure 6 shows the obtained Pareto optimal solutions by these three algorithms. Table 6 . Test functions of algorithms.
ZDT1 ZDT2
Minimize:
Where:
ZDT3
ZDT1 with linear front
From the experimental results we can see the following:
(a) MOGOA gets the best IGD values among the optimization algorithms in all four test functions, which proves that its optimizing ability is superior to that of MODA and MOALO. (b) By observing the contrast of the number of the Pareto optimal solutions calculated by MOGOA, MODA, and MOALO shown in Figure 6 , we find that MOGOA had the most Pareto optimal solutions among all three algorithms.
N.B. The optimization ability of MOGOA is proven to be good through the experiment and discussion above. Therefore, MOGOA can be widely applied to deal with multiobjective optimization problems. Figure 6 . Pareto optimal solutions obtained by optimization algorithm for test functions.
Proposed Model's Effectiveness
The Diebold-Mariano test was used to verify the validity of the developed model, which means every model mentioned above was compared to the SSA-MOGOA combined model. The DM test is a kind of hypothetical test. The null hypothesis is that there is no significant difference in the models' forecasting performance. The opposite hypothesis is that there is a significant different in the models' forecasting performance. Table 8 shows average DM test values of all experiments for one-to three-step forecasting. Table 8 shows that except for the one-step SSA-ELM experiment, the DM value in all the other experiments is big enough to be rejected at the 1% significance level, while the null hypothesis of one-step SSA-ELM is rejected at 5%. Moreover, for the DM test of individual models, the value is 3.3792, which shows that the accuracy of the proposed model is fairly high.
To further evaluate our model, as introduced in Section 3.3, we also applied the forecasting effectiveness method in our testing experiments. Forecasting effectiveness can effectively reflect the accuracy of the forecasting performance of various models, making it easy to comparing their pros and cons. In Table 9 , we record the detailed forecasting effectiveness values of all models in one-to three-step forecasting. The forecasting effectiveness results in Table 9 show the following results: First, the most obvious is that our proposed combined model has the best prediction performance with the highest forecasting effectiveness values in all forecasting. Second, the prediction performance of other individual models is significantly worse than that of our model and there is still a big gap between them and our proposed model, which is sufficient to reflect the excellence of our model.
Proposed Combined Model's Improvements
In order to make the traditional MAPE criteria more clear in comparing the pros and cons of the models, in this paper we propose a new form of MAPE, defined as:
This new MAPE criterion is used to compare the proposed model with the other models in the above experiments, including three data denoising algorithms, seven classic models, and four individual models with singular spectrum analysis. Table 10 shows the experimental results, and some interesting conclusions can be summarized as follows:
• Comparing the proposed model with other SSA-based models, it is obvious that the novel proposed model has lower MAPE values. For example, the average improvement of the proposed model's MAPE is 7.71%, 29.18%, and 51.88% compared with the SSA-ELM model, which is the least improved of the four models.
• Comparing the proposed model with the other three data preprocessing methods, its superiority is obvious. The lowest MAPE improvement is 22.09%, while the largest comes to 56.84%, which fully reflects the excellent prediction accuracy of our proposed model.
•
Comparing the proposed model with the classic models, forecasting accuracy is greatly improved in every experiment. Compared with the ARIMA model, the proposed model improves by 45.75%, 62.68%, and 56.47% while the ARIMA model was the single model with the best prediction accuracy in the experiment. 
Combined Strategy
We selected and applied a simple averaging strategy to calculate the prediction results of all individual models to compare with the results of MOGOA optimization to test the effectiveness of the proposed combination strategy. The results of the comparison between the two methods are shown in Table 11 .
From Table 11 , we can easily find from the prediction results that the proposed combined model using MOGOA always outperformed the model applying a simple average strategy, no matter which sites and forecasting steps were used in all three error metrics. For instance, in the three-step forecasting of NSW (2011), the MAPE of the proposed model is 0.8648% while the corresponding MAPE is 1.8336%, which shows the excellence of the model's combined strategy. 
Conclusions
As an indispensable part of the economic operation of power systems, electric load prediction has developed a lot in the past few years. Many studies have been developed and have contributed to improving forecasting accuracy. Establishing a model with perfect forecasting performance and strong stability can provide huge economic and social benefits. At the same time, it can help managers to develop blueprints for future power system construction to ensure the reliability and efficiency of the power supply. As a result, developing a new, robust model with high forecasting accuracy means a lot to the whole world. However, classic and individual models do not always produce satisfactory results. A combined model using data preprocessing technology, a combination of four individual models optimized by an intelligence algorithm called the multiobjective grasshopper optimization algorithm, and the multistep forecasting strategy was used for electric load forecasting in our study. Specifically, the technique of singular spectrum analysis, based on decomposition and reconstruction, was employed to get basic features of the time series by removing high-frequency signals. Moreover, the weight coefficients of individual models in the combined model were optimized by the latest advanced optimization algorithms to obtain both high precision and strong stability. With regard to the individual models in the combined model, the ARIMA model was selected to reflect the linearity of the sequence and artificial intelligence models were selected to reflect the nonlinearity. Furthermore, the combined model was employed in multistep forecasting to validate its forecasting performance. The experimental results show that the new combined model performed significantly better than the other benchmark models on the basis of multiple comparisons and analysis. Additionally, by comparing the outcomes of DM and forecasting effectiveness tests, we found that our model performed best among all the models applied in the experiments. The proposed combined model, with its brilliant prediction performance, can yield tremendous economic benefits and lead to a dramatic reduction in the consumption of environmental resources. Apart from that, it is certain that wide application of this model will contribute to the management of power systems, rational electric dispatching, and electric power scheduling. In conclusion, our proposed combined model can improve the performance of electric load time series forecasting and provide a new feasible choice for smart power distribution planning.
